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Abstract
In Tub and Wig Out
By Ryan Crowley, MFA
A thesis submitted in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Master of
Fine Arts in Sculpture + Extended Media at Virginia Commonwealth University.
Virginia Commonwealth University, 2012.
Major Director:
Carlton Newton, Professor, Sculpture + Extended Media
Using short stories, descriptions of objects and thoughts on process, I aim to establish a
few ideas about the way I see and think through making in the studio.
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Professor’s Observations

I recently found some insightful notes from an undergrad critique where
a sculpture professor told me...

“ You are a shape guy. You like to look at the shapes of things.” He continued,

“And I can tell from looking at what you are making that you act, step back to look and
then go back make changes.”

And then he said something regarding meaning or content or something,

“It doesn’t look as if you think about making a boot and then make a boot. It looks more
as if you are making a mass, in the shape of the toe of a boot and it gradually becomes
more like a recognizable thing. But it’s still not a boot. So the, what is it? stuff, seems
important.”
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Pre -ramble
At some point between my undergraduate years, I left art school and worked a variety of
odd jobs. One job was at a cabinet factory. All I did at this job was sand and file Corian
and Formica. Like in Chaplin’s, Modern Times, I felt infused or confused with the
machinery. My co-workers ranged from the wildly unrestrained bar fighter to the equally
wild religious fanatic. My quiet, timid presence was certainly out of place and
undoubtedly seemed strange to everyone working around me. But I learned how to
fabricate things though. And fast too. A close portrayal of my experience can be seen in
the comic titled, Tales From The Broom Factory, by Joe Matt.
Another thing I got from this job was a bittersweet taste for the low, gritty, base, stuff,
rougher imagery- or a least it seems to have further encouraged an attraction towards the
use imagery that spoke to my factory experience. I wanted to tell stories. I made jokes
about this experience all the time and found kindred spirits in comics. It took a while to
set in that my everyday routine could move through the studio’s filter. I grew up loving
Garbage Pail Kids cards and Mad Magazine, but the darker, stranger, and more complex
humor of The Kids in the Hall and Weirdo Comics, had a new and particular resonance
with me. Any media that parodied my factory experience brought me an empathetic sense
of relief. I developed a halfhearted affection for the mundane, everydayness of things.
The imagery of my work place seemed rich. Work boots, all of the tools in the shop
worn by years of heavy use, a co-worker’s bizarre and obsessive wall sized, newspaper
shrine to Patriot’s quarterback, Tom Brady, the industrial zone, chain smoking and MDF
routing bosses, the low brow humor of the shop, fatty lunches from canteen trucks, the
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polluted river that the factory was built on all seemed to have an aura that fit the sludgy
mood of my making. I embraced it and made work out of it.

Fig. 1. Joe Matt’s comic, Tales from the Broom Factory
Weirdo Magazine, No. 27, 1990.
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Studio Wall

Fig. 2 Studio Wall
In my real life, I like space-clear uninterrupted space. Except in my kitchen. But the
kitchen is like the studio, a creative space for making a mess. In my studio life though,
I’m a collector.
My interest in “things” comes from growing up going to flea markets with my father and
learning how to name obscure historical chunks. There was one dealer’s booth that I
would frequently revisit. The guy only dealt with war shrapnel. The whole table was just
fragments of bombs. Some bits were still covered in dirt and some meticulously cleaned,
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polished and organized into chronological order. I would look at this table over and
over, enjoying the range of shapes and different colors of soil and iron. Picking up small
chunks and turning them over I was able to feel their density and deceptively heavy
weight. This was one of my earliest experiences with really getting lost in imagining the
lives lived by objects.
In the studio sometimes I have to coax myself along by making smaller parts. I call them
parts as if they belong to some other system like a bumper on a car, but they are actually
self-contained things-concise gestures. They don’t belong to anything other than a
growing collection. They are like an index or a lexicon. I guess you could call them
sketches but as objects they belong more to the world of knick-knacks or do-dads. Some
of these things are very simple constructions- a chicken wire shape or piece of paper with
a drawing of a sculpture stuck to a glue stick. They are like tools or letters of an alphabet
that I refer to while working on other things. They look good on the wall. I see them as
my ideas, thought-bubbles, words or phrases that I might underline in a book to come
back to later. They are stacked on the wall, like blocks from a comic strip. But I have
them tacked up with pushpins so that I can keep re-arranging them as more are added and
scales shift. They are fractured, non-linear gestures, floating, legible in all directions.

I need to make these things to keep my hands busy and to help narrow my focus. Usually
when I’m done making one of these things I feel good that I don’t need to make it again.
I got it out of my system and I can move onto something else.
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In the studio I feel that there are so many things to make. Where do I begin? Why not
make everything into a sculpture, the chair, and the empty coffee cups? It seems obvious,
but the only way for me to gain clarity on the question of what to make is to make more
things.

First Year and Some Plaster Objects
Plaster is…
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in bags, room temperature, bright white, reflective, absorbent, powder, dusty, mixed with
water, cool, liquid, cast, poured, splashed, mashed, smudged, massed, frosted, frosting,
glue, soft, mounded, troweled, extruded, warm, solid, carved, reduced, shaved, filed,
painted, pigmented, stained, porous, dry, cracking, strong, brittle, heavy, light…

Fig 3. Cecile, 2011

Cecile was a three-month labor of love and close to 900 lbs. of pottery plaster.
Pairing things down, I focused on the basics, the formal things, the transitions, frontback, inside/ outside relationships, edges, thicknesses of edges, gravities, material
concentrations, how an object changes as you move around it, how your perceptions
6

change as you move around it and how all of these things effect the mood of the
sculpture.
These pieces were all dealing with the ground. The ground being the plane that literally
grounded located and connected all of these objects in the same space. Together they all
sat like couch potatoes. They felt a little shlubby, but fit, shlubby, if that can be a
category of shape condition.
Strangely enough many of the shapes I was interested in came right out of middle school
biology textbook illustrations. As diagrams they were like caricatures of real biological
systems and became a fitting context for me to deal with my own simplified formal
problems. After seeing my interest in these diagrams, friends recommend that I take a
look the paintings of Elizabeth Murray.

Fig. 4. Plant Cell diagram, Courtesy E.M. Armstrong, 2001
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Elizabeth Murray
I went to the VMF where they have a good example of one of her paintings. The first
time I saw the painting in person and I was shocked at how sculptural it was. It wasn’t
flat on the wall at all. From the side vantage point, the surfaces of her modularly framed
structures were like ice heaves or tectonic plates shifting up and over one another right
off the wall. There was total chaos happening under the controlled painted surface. I
thought it was funny to have such a physical and sculptural experience with a painting,
but it really invited me to move around it to see it.
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Fig. 5 Aloha Amigos, 2010
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Fig. 6. Lathcious, 2011
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Fig. 7. Lathcious, 2011
Lathcious and Ceile, were made in succession. They all share a contradictory sense of
being inflated and hermetic while also being open and allowed to spill their contents.
They are in a moment of stasis; as if their filler is refusing to escape despite attempts to
coax it out through small cracks and open valves. The physical hardness of plaster and
laminated plywood, is fixed and refuses any chance of deflation or state change.
The term, Lathcious, is used to describe the lathy lusciousness of “squeeze through”
plaster being troweled over lath in the construction of walls.
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Skins

Fig. 8. Good Morning, 2011

After the summer of my first year I made this object. It was made by plastering a found
twin sized bed sheet flat on the ground like a pancake and then carefully flapping the
sides upwards and plastering them in a fixed winged position. It stayed that way for a
couple of days. I wasn’t sure what to do with it. It was a new and baffling thing. I
instantly liked the color- mellow and washed out. It was much more about being a skin
rather than a fat. But this was really simple. It was just a folded plane but it immediately
12

gave me a structure with a space interior. I cut out a small rectangular section of the side
and it gave me a window. It was one of the best and easiest decisions I made all year.
All of a sudden, all of this light came pouring out through this window. It was magical,
like I invented electricity or light or something. I had not thought about how a sculpture
could channel light in that way before. It was basically just a skylight, but it did all these
surprising things with shadows and highlights on the interior walls.
On the exterior surfaces the plaster froze wrinkles in the fabric. Its colors were sleepy
pastels, blues, yellows, and light pinks that were washed out by the white plaster that bled
through to the surface. It was a piece to drink my coffee to in the morning.
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Molds and Periwigs

Fig.9 Two part silicon molds in plaster mother mold half sections…

taken from this section…

of this sculpture.
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Fig. 10. …and became this sculpture, which has changed.

Sloop John Crumb, 2012

But first I should talk about Cecile’s Wig.

Fig. 11. WIG HEAD, 2012
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Fig. 12. William Hogarth, The Five Orders of Periwigs as They Were Worn at The Late
Coronation, Measured Architectonically, 1761.
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I kept thinking about skins- the porosity, the elasticity, transparency, skin as a result of
formal dieting. When a massive object (such as some of my previous sculptures, Cecile
or Lathcious loses its weight, its volume changes, it has an excess of stretched skin to
carry around. My focus in the studio was moving in a direction away from mass and
weight. The arrival of all this skin seemed like a natural extension of a biological process
into my studio.
Mold making is another way to think about skins and surfaces. Molds are both skin and
tool. I found a funny and interesting parallel to my ideas about, “second skins”, in the
periwigs of the above William Hogarth etching. I was more interested in the shapes of
these wigs as awkwardly nested architectural covers for head. I was struck by the way
that Hogarth took the flat, skin of the scalp and gave it new definition as an architectural
space. Some of the wigs read more as hairpieces while others are strange amalgams of
face and hair. The parting lines of the scalp become tangible. Exaggerated halves of
fluffy hair are like sculptural topiary masses. Wig as literal cover, hair on hair, parodied
extension of the body, head as architecture, wig as architecture tarp, wig as shell for a
shell, head as actor wearing actor, all became a circular web of associations that fit my
ideas about how skins and multiples of skins could be functioning in the sculpture.
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It was like a sculptural face-lift. I wrapped Cecile in bubble wrap, covered it with FGR
and fiberglass and made a ratty waste mold or a wig. A skim coat of cement covers one
side. This cement skin continues to flake off into piles of strata and chunks. The other
side is a ramshackle of scaffolding, barely supporting the weight of the cement. It is like a
cropping of a bunker, which is also a shell for being under and behind. It’s a more literal
stage. While looking at the form you momentarily disappear from the view of someone
on the other side. It reveals the details of its construction while obscuring the details of
one viewer from another.

Fig. 13 Cecile’s Wig
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Fig. 14 Cecile’s Wig
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Collages

Fig. 15. Noon
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The limitations of the two dimensional field are so appealing. I realized my sculpture
could have a whole other life, a contradictory, enigmatic life within the world of collage.
I had so many bad pictures of sculpture that I wanted to use for something. All of this
clutter on my hard drive became refreshing material for working out new images. In
cutting back into images of old sculpture I found ideas for new forms.

The speed and ease of the clone stamp as a mold making and mass building device allows
me to find materiality in the dematerialized image. The image and medium of computer
software are like clay or plaster. It’s direct, additive, reductive, and low overhead. These
collages are low risk. Things grow so much faster than in real space. You want an arm
on it, put an arm on it. A pile of sawdust can be stretched and torqued into fried,
battered, flakes. Now I go back into the studio, grab some sawdust from under the table
saw, mix with it some water and glue and I have a physical stand in for the image. Even
a shadow can be processed into material and then an object. If you don’t like something,
you change it or hit step backwards. While working on these collages I often whished
there was a direct sculptural equivalent for the commands and in Photoshop. We have
molds, but what if I had a clone stamp or magnetic lasso? It would be amazing. Getting
back into drawing and collage refreshed my relationship to both material and imagery.
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Fig. 16. Rasp Shadow Shape of Spade, 2012

Fig. 17. You Sum Soap Scum (s)
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Fig. 18. Face Space of You Sum Soap Scum (the object before the image) 2012
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I was constantly taking pictures of things, scanning pictures and objects, grabbing images
off the web. My studio was rapidly moving into the computer. Anything flat, that could
be scanned, became up for grabs. I would be working on a sculpture in the studio,
photograph it, and make five different drawings for other sculptures . I was back and
forth between flatness and three-dimensionality. I began printing out some of these
images and adding them back into the sculpture as bits of surface. I had this opportunity
to clarify relationships between graphic flatness and physical, sculptural structures. It
tapped into cycles of inflation and deflation. Suddenly I felt an urgency to make as many
sculptures as collages and to keep this back and forth conversation swarming.

Fig. 19. Dog Stuck on Mail Box
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There are probably twenty different sculptures in this one collage. Photographic
carcasses of things are reused to make something new. It’s a sculptural feedback loop.
Sculpture should never rest. It repeats, it sheds, repeats.
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Thesis: Post -Bramble

Fig. 20. Diagram of a Clogged, (post bramble)
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In Tub and Wig out
It’s a dense layering of ways of looking and seeing. It’s a depth of field issue. What is
blurred and what is in focus? There are overlaps between all of the objects; filters to
screens to conduits to holes to plugs to clogs to glass planes to bed sheets to skins.
Moments of dense blockage abut windows of passages. It’s visual. You have to see it.
Hors d'oeuvres, Hors d'oeuvres! Things, things, things, the colander turned shape shifting
filter, the head turned barren, shelled, cement accreter, the studio gate tuned body
extruder, the sink strainers turned air conditioner cover turned air extruder!, the shower
doors turned work surfaces turned painting, turned eye lens turned chest squeeze, the bed
sheets turned dueling inflation and deflation, the ball hitch turned scorched, flying pastry
stuck on mixing arm. It all hovers, looms, things up high, batter on the ceiling in the
corners and folds of the room. It’s all morphing, changing state, turning over, rotting
down, extruding through, swelling up, wigging out.
Notes: A couple of things that were on my mind while thinking about how to install the
work for the thesis.

Bath tubs: Inside and outside

Fig. 21

A Tub

Fig.22

Skin grafts
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There were so many objects. They were a group of characters and caricatures, all working
together but competing too. I liked that they might step on each other’s toes a bit. I
figured that if I treated the space like a field of competition it could give me a different set
of compositional parameters to work within. What’s out of bounds? Where the sheetrock
ends? Well, something ought to go there. Where’s the goalie? The sculptures were donethey showed up and I was just going to be the referee.
I used to play a lot of soccer and one thing that really sticks with me about the nature of the
soccer field is the way that within the physical boundaries of the field, there is another,
more fluid field, which is the web of players. Within the web is the basic relationship
between parts and whole. Each player’s coordinates are always in flux, but the whole
group must strategically expand and contract in order to move the ball around the field.
When things are really working in a game, you have this intuitive sense of where everyone
else is, even when things are crazy and no one is in position and everyone is compensating
for some sudden change in the conditions of the game. You know the field so well that
you’ve more than memorized everyone’s position, because you are able to predict where
they’re going to be before they are there. It doesn’t always work out. Sometimes it’s a
chaotic mess. You’re kicking the ball out of bounds or you just decide to use your hands
or something.
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There was this one night in the studio. I was working on Cile’s Wig, and it just started to
fall apart. I wasn’t that into it. I was doing everything wrong. I was being impatient. The
cement was too wet and heavy and I kept adding more. The whole thing just collapsed.
The form was completely erased. I was thrilled! Now I needed to make a skeletal
structure! It had urgency and necessity. I needed a structure to get this thing standing
again. It was like making a full body cast for a crash victim full of broken bones. Cross
supports all over the back, awkward leans, postures. All of a sudden there was a character
in the studio. It was like I was on the soccer field with this thing. For most of the game I
was just passing the ball to the other team, kind of aimlessly moving material around
trying to make a complete pass. But then this thing happens, this falling apart and
dismantling and the thing is alive again. It’s that sweet feeling of clarity when I’m making
something and I don’t know exactly what it is but I know exactly what I need to do with it.

Fig. 23 Plaid Arrangement, 2012
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Fig. 24. Plaid Arrangement through Bird Hit Picture Window, 2012
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